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Mock up report - Kensington Market Pedestrian Lighting 
 

Mock up date:  Wednesday August 10, 2022, 8-10pm 

Location:   64 Oxford Street / patio of Urban Herbivore, along Augusta 
Submitted by:  Deborah Gottesman, Gottesman Associates 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
1. The ANP luminaire (with the “hat” and opal lens) was the aesthetic that was preferred by 

most who voted. The underside of the hat should be white to give luminaire better 

presence.  
2. The Ligman luminaire was presented as a light column (no hat, clear lens), however it 

has very good performance and is robust. This luminaire is available with the same 
aesthetic (hat and opal lens) and is still under consideration for this project.  

3. The HCI fixture was deemed to be of inferior construction and optical quality and is not 

in contention.  
4. There was some discussion and requests by stakeholders for dimming. 

Gottesman/Summit to investigate possibility and affordability within budget.  
5. Warmer colour temperature of 2700K is preferred.  

6. Concern was raised for turning off the lights at a curfew as undesirable activities still 

occur after businesses close. We advised that the curfew time, if any, will be up to the 
BIA to determine.  

7. A request was made by stakeholders to illuminate the laneways as well, however that is 

outside of scope of the project.  
8. Finish colour of luminaires and poles was raised – we advised that typically black, white, 

and some form of grey are usually standard colours. We suggested putting preference 
colour on ballots, which some did. Also an anti-graffiti coating was suggested by 

stakeholder.  

 
Follow up:  

1. Gottesman to run calculations to compare the ANP luminaire (preferred by most) and 
the Ligman luminaire (the light column); the Ligman can be configured similarly to the 

ANP (ie with a hat and the opal lens) and if performance is similar then the spec can 

have two options. A competitive situation is advantageous for the tender.  
2. Summit/Gottesman will investigate whether the City still recommends a 2’ concrete base 

on Augusta and Kensington; given that the fixtures will be located at the house side of 

the sidewalks, there is less risk of damage by cars and snowplows etc.. 
3. Summit/Gottesman will investigate dimming options and advise.  
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